
CONTRA COSTA SUPERIOR COURT 
MARTINEZ, CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT:   12 
HEARING DATE:   04/12/19 

 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULINGS IN DEPT. 12 

 
NOTE PROCEDURE CAREFULLY 

 
The tentative ruling will become the Court’s ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the court day preceding 
the hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the decision to 
request argument and to specify the issues to be argued. Calling counsel or self-represented 
parties requesting argument must advise all other affected counsel and self-represented parties by 
no later than 4:00 p.m. of his or her decision to appear and of the issues to be argued. Failure to 
timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any party from 
arguing the matter. (Local Rule 3.43(2).) 
 
Note: In order to minimize the risk of miscommunication, Dept. 12 prefers and encourages fax or 
email notification to the department of the request to argue and specification of issues to be 
argued – with a STRONG PREFERENCE FOR EMAIL NOTIFICATION.  Dept. 12’s Fax Number 
is: (925) 608-2693.  Dept. 12’s email address is: dept12@contracosta.courts.ca.gov.  Warning: 
this email address is not be used for any communication with the department except as expressly 
and specifically authorized by the court.  Any emails received in contravention of this order will be 
disregarded by the court and may subject the offending party to sanctions. 
 
 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 12 Cases 
 
The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with CRC 3.1312. If the 
tentative ruling becomes the Court’s ruling, a copy of the Court’s tentative ruling must be 
attached to the proposed order when submitted to the Court for issuance of the order. 
 

 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-00489 
CASE NAME: WANG VS. PTG CALL CENTER 
COURT TRIAL - LONG CAUSE / 7 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Based on the evidence and legal arguments before the Court, the Court finds that judgment 
should be entered as follows. 
 
First Cause of Action:  Breach of Contract 
 
The evidence (including deemed admissions) establishes the existence of a contract between 
plaintiff and PTG Call Center (PTG), and PTG’s breach. 
 
As for damages:  Plaintiff’s papers assert the same set of damages as to all surviving causes of 
action.  Leaving aside how the claimed damages relate to each cause of action, the several 
items asserted are rife with double-counts and items claimed cumulatively that could properly be 
claimed only alternatively.  Substantial damages, however, are shown. 
 
As discussed at the last hearing, it appears that on her contract count plaintiff is properly 
proceeding on the basis of reliance damages rather than expectation damages, and has 
established such damages in the amount of $1 million.  Further, because that sum was readily 
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ascertainable and liquidated, plaintiff is entitled to prejudgment interest on that amount.  The 
Court accepts plaintiff’s figure of $792,054.79 for prejudgment interest. 
 
The Court rejects plaintiff’s other claimed items of damages, however.  Possibly the fees plaintiff 
had to pay for an immigration attorney might be characterized as expectation damages on the 
reasoning that if PTG had performed, the additional immigration problems would not have 
arisen.  But if such damages were allowable, they would be expectation damages totaling far 
less than the asserted reliance damages.  Plaintiff cannot collect both reliance damages and 
expectation damages. 
 
The Court is not convinced that plaintiff has a valid claim for what she calls “2d EB Investment”, 
which is understood to be another investment she made when this one fell through.  Even if 
such damages could be allowed, however, they too would constitute expectation damages that 
could not be collected together with reliance damages.  Further, plaintiff is not asserting that the 
money invested in the second investment has been lost in any way.  For all the evidence shows, 
this may have been an entirely successful investment. 
 
Emotional distress damages are not proper on a contract claim where the plaintiff’s emotional 
condition is not the object of the contract.  Neither are punitive damages available for breach 
of contract. 
 
The contract damages, therefore, come to $1,792,054.79. 
 
The remaining question is against which defendants these damages may be awarded.  PTG 
was the only defendant that was a party to the contract.  The matters deemed admitted, 
however, suffice to show that Paul Lam should be treated as the alter ego of PTG, and hence 
he is also personally liable for these damages. 
 
But as for Ellen and Alexander Lam, no such showing has been made.  They were not insiders 
at PTG.  The most that plaintiff can show is that Paul Lam, as the alter ego of PTG, looted 
PTG’s funds and turned some of them over to Ellen and Alexander.  That does not make them 
alter egos, and does not make them personally liable for PTG’s breach of contract. 
 
Second Cause of Action:  Covenant of Good Faith 
 
This count adds nothing to the first count, either in terms of liability or in terms of damages. 
 
Third Cause of Action:  Breach of Fiduciary Duty 
 
There is no basis on which PTG, Paul Lam, or anyone else owed a fiduciary duty to plaintiff.  
Plaintiff’s claim rests on Paul looting the assets of PTG.  That claim, however, belongs to PTG, 
not plaintiff, and she has not attempted to assert it as a derivative claim. 
 
Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Causes of Action – Fraud Counts 
 
Plaintiff’s proof clearly establishes a case for promissory fraud against Paul Lam and PTG 
(the seventeenth cause of action).  The damages consist of the $1 million of which Lam 
defrauded plaintiff. 
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Beyond that, however, plaintiff has shown no other proper damages.  Her submission 
concerning such damages consists only of off-the-shelf legal quotation with no discussion of her 
facts.  She establishes no legal basis for either prejudgment interest or emotional-distress 
damages for fraud, nor for any benefit-of-the-bargain damages that would exceed her out-of-
pocket loss.  As for punitive damages, while they may be appropriate in terms of Paul Lam’s 
conduct, plaintiff has not attempted the kind of full factual showing required for a quantification 
of punitive damages. 
 
Plaintiff’s sixteenth cause of action for “concealment” adds nothing.  The only thing assertedly 
concealed was the falsity of the promises.  Nor does plaintiff have a viable claim for “negligent 
misrepresentation” (eighteenth cause of action).  There is no such thing as negligent promissory 
fraud, and plaintiff has shown no other kind of fraud. 
 
Seventh and Eighth Causes of Action (Conspiracy to Defraud) 
 
Plaintiff seeks to rope Ellen and Alexander into Paul’s fraud liability via an assertion of 
conspiracy.  Strictly speaking, however, there is no tort of conspiracy; it is a way of describing 
the liability of joint tortfeasors. 
 
Plaintiff’s proof makes no showing that Ellen or Alexander made any affirmative and false 
representations to plaintiff, nor that she relied on any representations they made, nor that they 
participated in any material way in Paul’s fraud.  They thus did not personally commit fraud 
against plaintiff.  The most plaintiff can show is that Paul, having defrauded plaintiff, gave some 
of the proceeds of that fraud to Ellen and Alexander.  That is not sufficient to make them joint 
tortfeasors.  Nor is there any suggestion that Paul would not have committed his fraud but for 
the urging of Ellen or Alexander. 
 
Tenth Cause of Action (Conversion) 
 
Plaintiff’s discussion of this claim is muddled and off-point for her facts.  She never identifies 
exactly what the personal property is that defendants allegedly converted.  If she means the 
million dollars she paid to PTG, that is not a proper subject of a conversion tort, as that money 
was not entrusted with any expectation or duty that PTG would hold it and return it to plaintiff.  
Rather, what she was buying with her million dollars was a share in a business.  If she means 
Paul looting the million dollars from PTG, that would be a derivative claim not properly 
asserted here. 
 
Eleventh, Twelfth, and Thirteenth Causes of Action (Interference Torts) 
 
Once again, plaintiff’s trial submission on these counts consists only of stock legal quotations, 
with no discussion of which defendants are involved, or what contractual or other rights were 
interfered with.  Still less is there any effort to tie these tort theories to any of the items of 
damages sought. 
 
If plaintiff means that Paul interfered with PTG’s contractual relationship with plaintiff, that is 
already covered by holding Paul liable as an alter ego for PTG’s breach of contract.  Considered 
as a separate tort theory, however, a corporate employee or executive cannot be liable for 
“interfering” with the corporation’s performance of its contracts. 
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That leaves Ellen and Alexander, presumably on the theory that they induced Paul to commit his 
various outrages.  But there is no suggestion that Paul would not have committed the same 
fraud without Ellen’s or Alexander’s urging. 
 
Summary 
 
In short:  Plaintiff has established the liability of PTG and Paul Lam, jointly and severally, for 
damages coming to $1,792,054.79, based on the first and seventeenth causes of action.  
Plaintiff should prepare and submit a judgment accordingly.  As to all other defendants, and all 
other causes of action, all claims are dismissed. 
 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-00849 
CASE NAME: SMITH VS. LONE TREE 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY LONE TREE CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The demurrer is sustained without leave to amend as to defendant Lone Tree Convalescent 

Hospital, Inc.  In their complaint, plaintiffs allege that their father was harmed at Lone Tree, d/b/a 

Antioch Convalescent Hospital.  All remaining allegations are against Antioch.  But the two 

entities are not related, a fact plaintiffs concede.  (See Opposition, p. 2: 6-17 [ownership of 

Antioch “incorrectly named”]; p. 4:5-6 [“It is true that fundamental facts may not be able to be 

applied to Defendant Lone Tree…”].)  So no claim against Lone Tree can stand, and 

amendment could not cure that defect.  This renders moot the remaining arguments on 

demurrer and the entire motion to strike.   

The Court will not opine on the merits of any claim against Antioch, or on the propriety of adding 

Doe defendants, until those issues are squarely presented.  The Court does draw attention, 

however, to Code of Civil Procedure § 583.250(b). 

 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-00252 
CASE NAME: ZAMORA VS. JOHN MUIR 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS 
FILED BY JOHN MUIR HEALTH, et al.  
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This motion was filed in February.  At a CMC in March, however, the Court informally gave 
plaintiff until July to see if she can engage a medical malpractice attorney.  This motion is 
therefore taken off calendar, without prejudice to refiling if appropriate. 
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 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00372 
CASE NAME: HOGAN VS. ARVEST CENTRAL MORTGAGE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO FORM 
INTERROGS.  /  FILED BY ARVEST CENTRAL MORTGAGE COMPANY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
At the CMC earlier this week, plaintiff’s counsel stated that these two discovery motions are 
unopposed.  Accordingly, both are granted; defendant’s counsel should prepare an Order After 
Hearing accordingly.  Sanctions are awarded in the amount of $1,021 (cumulatively for both 
motions), payable by plaintiff to defendant’s counsel within 30 days after service of the Order 
After Hearing. 
 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00372 
CASE NAME: HOGAN VS. ARVEST CENTRAL MORTGAGE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO REQUEST FOR 
PRODUCTION  /  FILED BY ARVEST CENTRAL MORTGAGE COMPANY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 4. 
 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00586 
CASE NAME: LORETO-VEGA VS. BOUCHER 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY RESPONSES AND FOR SANCTIONS 
FILED BY DAVID CHARLES BOUCHER, CITY OF CONCORD 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion to compel discovery responses is granted.  Plaintiff must serve responses to 

defendant’s first set of special interrogatories and first set of document requests (served on or 

about August 27, 2018), without objections, within 30 days following service of the Order After 

Hearing hereon.  Plaintiff must also produce all such documents within 35 days following service 

of the Order After Hearing hereon. 

Sanctions are awarded in the amount of $666.25, payable by plaintiff to counsel for defendant 

within 30 days following service of the Order After Hearing hereon. 

 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01032 
CASE NAME: BECERRA VS. PG&E 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This case is stayed by bankruptcy. 
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 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01172 
CASE NAME: MOREHOUSE VS. KUHNEL 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DEEM MATTERS ADMITTED 
FILED BY CARL MOREHOUSE, MARY LOU MOREHOUSE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion to deem matters admitted is granted.  The matters requested in Plaintiffs’ First Set 

of Requests for Admissions (served on or about November 20, 2018) are deemed admitted.  

Plaintiff’s counsel must lodge a proposed order with a declaration confirming that no responses 

were served prior to the hearing.  No sanctions are awarded. 

In the event that defendant has served verified responses prior to the hearing, no matters will 

be deemed admitted, but sanctions are awarded to Plaintiff in the amount of $335.  These 

sanctions, if awarded, are cumulative with the sanctions granted in Line 9. 

 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01172 
CASE NAME: MOREHOUSE VS. KUHNEL 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORIES 
FILED BY CARL MOREHOUSE, MARY LOU MOREHOUSE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion to compel discovery responses is granted.  Defendant must serve responses to 

defendant’s first set of form interrogatories and first set of special interrogatories (served on or 

about November 20, 2018), without objections, within 30 days following service of the Order 

After Hearing hereon. 

Sanctions are awarded in the amount of $610, payable by defendant to counsel for plaintiffs 

within 30 days following service of the Order After Hearing hereon. 

 

  

10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01440 
CASE NAME: SMITH VS. ALL PHASES COMPANION 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE FRANCES HENDERSON IN PLACE OF 
DECEASED  /  FILED BY ELISHA SMITH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The unopposed motion to substitute a successor plaintiff is granted. 

  

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01892 
CASE NAME: WILSON VS. DICHIAN 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER GRANTING LEAVE TO FILE COMPLAINT IN 
INTERVENTION  /  FILED BY NATIONAL UNION FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
National Union’s unopposed motion for leave to file a complaint in intervention is granted.  The 
complaint in intervention shall be filed within one week. 
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12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00049 
CASE NAME: MICHAEL A. CHEADLE VS MIKEY DAO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO QUASH SERVICE OF SUMMONS OR DISMISS 
FILED BY MIKEY DAO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This case was dismissed. 
 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00659 
CASE NAME: JAMES S. CURTIS VS. NATIONSTAR MORTGAGE 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: TRO AND OSC RE: PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
SET BY JAMES S. CURTIS AND LINDA M. CURTIS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This matter has been continued by stipulation to May 17, 2019, at 9:00 a.m.  The TRO remains 
in effect. 
 

  

14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN18-0870 
CASE NAME: FARROW FAMILY TRUST VS. BERNARD 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT PURSUANT TO SETTLEMENT 
AGREEMENT  (CCP 664.6)  /  FILED BY FARROW FAMILY TRUST 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff moves for entry of judgment pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure § 664.6.  Strictly 
speaking, the motion is unfounded, as there has been neither any entry of judgment in this case 
nor any reservation of jurisdiction pursuant to § 664.6.  It appears, however, that plaintiff is in 
possession of a stipulation for entry of judgment, which plaintiff is now in a position to file, 
without need for a motion.  Plaintiff may therefore file the stipulation for entry of judgment, and 
judgment will be entered accordingly. 
 

  

15.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN19-0162 
CASE NAME: MATTER OF F. TUAUMU 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR APPROVAL OF TRANSFER OF PAYMENT RIGHTS 
FILED BY PEACHTREE SETTLEMENT FUNDING, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The matter is continued for two weeks, to April 26, 2019, to allow the payee time to consult with 

an independent attorney.  Pursuant to Insurance Code § 10139.5(h), if the payee consults an 

independent attorney, accountant, or actuary, the transferee will pay the fee (up to $1,500) for 

such independent counsel.  The payee is advised to consult with an independent attorney as to 

whether this is a favorable and appropriate deal.  The Court understands that the payee has 

chosen not to consult independent counsel on her own, but it is not clear that the payee was 

aware that this is available at no cost to /herself.  It appears from the response of the payor that 

a better deal for the payee directly from the payor, and counsel may be able to identify an even 

better economic deal opportunity.  (The payor also points out that the proposed deal is no longer 
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available in accordance with its terms because one of the payments sought to be transferred 

has in fact occurred in the meantime.) 

An attorney can be located through the lawyer referral service of the Contra Costa County Bar 

Association, (925) 825-5700. 

 

  

16.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN19-0172 
CASE NAME: KHOURI VS. DMV 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDATE 
FILED BY MOUSA RAFIQ KHOURI 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel to appear (CourtCall OK) to discuss the timing of when the administrative record will 
be available. 
 

  

17.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC16-00849 
CASE NAME: SMITH VS. LONE TREE CONVALESCENT 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS’ COMPLAINT 
FILED BY LONE TREE CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 2. 
 

  

18.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC18-02259 
CASE NAME: ROBINSON VS. LBG HILLTOP 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR CONSOLIDATION WITH RS18-0864 
FILED BY PATRICK MARK ROBINSON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff Robinson’s motion to consolidate this civil action with a parallel unlawful detainer action 
(No. RS18-0864) is denied.  Defendant LBG Hilltop (the plaintiff in the UD action) may proceed 
with that action, subject to any procedural rulings that may be made in that action by the 
Richmond court. 
 

Evidence Issues 
 
Let’s start with evidentiary matters.  There is very little actual evidence presented on this motion, 
and no testimony at all from either side.  Robinson complains that the “statement of relevant 
facts” found in LBG’s opposition brief is not evidence but only assertions of counsel, which is 
quite true.  But Robinson’s own motion papers are likewise unsupported by anything like a 
declaration or other detailed evidence.  His opening brief supports its factual assertions with 
citations to “Id.” – but with no antecedent citation to any evidentiary documents.  And Robinson 
is, after all, the moving party here. 
 
Robinson’s hearsay objections to LBG’s Exhibits 1 and 2 are disregarded.  The documents are 
not hearsay.  They are also not authenticated by any proper testimony – but it does not appear 
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that Robinson contests their authenticity.  He likewise presents uncontested documentary 
exhibits with no formal authentication. 
 
Both sides’ requests for judicial notice are granted, insofar as they are necessary. 
 
The Court also draws both counsel’s attention to the requirements concerning tabbing 
of exhibits. 
 

Factual Background 
 
Getting to the substance of these actions: 
 
LBG is now the owner and operator of Hilltop Mall in Richmond.  Robinson is a barber, formerly 
operating two barbershop locations in Hilltop Mall – Mark’s Barbershop 1, in space D104; and 
Mark’s Barbershop 2, in space C248.  The lease agreement (formally called a License 
Agreement) for space D104 – not provided by either side in the civil action, but readily found in 
the UD pleadings – had a termination date of November 30, 2018.  According to Robinson (and 
not denied by LBG), after LBG took over the mall, it entered into a parallel new lease agreement 
for space C248.  That agreement was signed in January 2018, but recited the same starting and 
ending dates as the D104 lease, namely 12/1/17 to 11/30/18. 
 
Both parties agree that Robinson voluntarily vacated space C248 in August 2018, pursuant to 
a written agreement for lease termination.  When Robinson did not vacate space D104 at 
the termination date of his lease, LBG filed an unlawful detainer action to evict him from that 
space – the UD action involved in this motion.  (LBG, through what it credibly says was a 
clerical oversight, initially filed a UD action stating that it was for space C248, which had 
already been vacated.  But it promptly dismissed that case and filed the present UD as to space 
D104 instead.) 
 
LBG’s argument for eviction is straightforward.  Robinson voluntarily vacated the space C248 
location; and his lease expired, without renewal, for the space D104 location. 
 
Robinson’s account of the course of negotiations is somewhat more complicated, though it rests 
only on his assertion of verbal agreements (as to which he provides no declaration or other 
supporting evidence).  He contends that LBG approached him concerning relocating the space 
D104 shop, because LBG wants to renovate that part of the mall.  LBG proposed to allow 
Robinson to relocate Mark’s Barbershop 1 to a location at the opposite end of the mall, then 
occupied by a beauty shop, as soon as the beauty-shop tenant could be evicted.  (Since neither 
side specifies that location, the Court will call it space Cxxx.)  Because space Cxxx is directly 
across from space C248, the parties agreed to terminate the lease on space C248 so that 
Robinson would not be operating two barbershops in the same immediate area.  When the 
time came, however – (Robinson never specifies exactly what “time” that was) – LBG refused 
to let Robinson relocate to space Cxxx, and instead proceeded simply to try to evict him from 
space D104. 
 

The Motion to Consolidate 
 
Robinson moves to consolidate LBG’s UD action with Robinson’s own civil suit.  The principal 
(and, no doubt, intended) effect of such consolidation would be to put the brakes on the UD 
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action, which (once consolidated) would not proceed to a judgment of eviction until the 
conclusion of the full civil action. 
 
As expressed in his reply brief, Robinson’s position is very nearly free of any substantive 
content concerning the parties’ respective substantive positions.  His argument is simply that 
LBG admitted these two actions are related, by filing a Notice of Related Action.  Hence, he 
argues, LBG cannot deny that they are related, and so they must be consolidated.  That simply 
does not follow, especially when one of the cases is a UD.  If all “related cases” were 
automatically suitable for consolidation, there would be little need for contested consolidation 
motions.  Related does not necessarily mean suitable for consolidation. 
 
And more importantly, consolidation of a UD case with a civil damages action threatens to 
undermine the statutory scheme calling for speedy, streamlined disposition of UD cases.  
Robinson quite properly pleaded his damages claims as a separate action, rather than as a 
cross-complaint in the UD case, precisely because the law does not allow such collateral claims 
to be presented in UD cases.  The landlord is presumptively entitled to prompt and speedy 
disposition (favorable or otherwise) of its claim for physical possession of the premises, and 
litigating collateral damages claims prevents that.  Indeed, if the logic of Robinson’s position 
were adopted, it would mean that pretty much any commercial tenant – and indeed, probably 
residential tenants too – could effectively stave off any UD case, however meritorious it might 
be, simply by filing a collateral civil case and then moving for consolidation. 
 
Neither, however, is the situation quite as clean as LBG argues.  LBG argues that the UD case 
is about possession of space D104, while the civil suit is about an alleged contract to let 
Robinson move to space Cxxx.  So (LBG argues), let Robinson pursue his damages case, but 
let LBG proceed meantime with its UD as to space D104.  That is a touch too glib.  If Robinson 
were right about his oral contract, it would appear that he may have a right to continue to occupy 
some location within the Hilltop Mall, and that claim bears on whether LBG should be allowed to 
shut Robinson entirely out of the mall by evicting him from his only remaining shop there. 
 
Unfortunately for Robinson, however, the scanty available facts (principally the written 
documents themselves) do not lend much credibility to his unsupported oral-contract theory.  
For starters, he has no explanation for why, if he had to vacate space D104 for renovation, it 
would have made sense to either party to promise to move him into space Cxxx, instead of just 
letting him stay in space C248.  Perhaps space Cxxx is larger or otherwise preferable in some 
respect, but Robinson does not claim that to be true, nor does he offer any other explanation of 
why he would prefer to close both his existing shops and reopen in a space immediately 
adjacent to where one of them had been. 
 
And then there is the written termination of the lease for space C248.  As LBG points out, it says 
nothing whatsoever about opening another, new location at space Cxxx.  Instead, it expressly 
recites that “Tenant requests that Landlord terminate the Lease because tenant wishes to 
consolidates [sic] spaces and combine shops.”  If Robinson’s agreement to close space C248 
were motivated by, and contingent on, LBG’s agreement to let Robinson reopen directly across 
from space C248 in space Cxxx, why did the agreement not say so?  And further, if the oral 
agreement called for Robinson to remain in the C wing of the mall, why would Robinson be 
willing to close space C248 in August 2018, rather than waiting until space Cxxx actually 
became available – especially as, as Robinson asserts, LBG was anxious to get him out of the 
D wing of the mall so it could renovate?  Why not voluntarily vacate space D104 instead? 
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Perhaps there are good answers to these questions, to be provided later when and if the civil 
action comes to trial.  In the meantime, however, Robinson simply does not provide – much less 
support with any actual evidence – a credible case for why he should be allowed to stall the UD 
action on the basis of a very dubious “oral contract” giving him the right to obtain a new lease on 
a new location elsewhere in the mall. 
 

  

19.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC18-02259 
CASE NAME: ROBINSON VS. LBG HILLTOP 
CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This CMC is continued to July 17, 2019, at 8:30 a.m. 
 
The Court notes that this date was supposed to be the hearing date for LBG’s demurrer, but the 
demurrer was mooted by new counsel’s filing of a first amended complaint.  The Court draws 
counsel’s attention to the requirement that, if LBG proposes to demur to the FAC, it must meet 
and confer first. 
 

  

20.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC16-01630 
CASE NAME: DARIE VS. SYTZ 
JURY TRIAL - LONG CAUSE / 14 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel to appear.  The Court notes that it does not appear that either side has filed motions 
in limine (see Local Rule 3.11).  If the case has not already settled, counsel should also be 
prepared to discuss ADR possibilities. 
 

  

21.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC16-02450 
CASE NAME: CASTRO VS. MICHAEL STEAD'S AUTO 
JURY TRIAL - SHORT CAUSE / 10 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This case is reported settled. 
 

  

22.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC19-00360 
CASE NAME: IRAJ BARABI VS. NASSER BARABI 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: APPOINTMENT OF RECEIVER 
SET BY COURT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel to appear to report status and progress. 
 

 

 


